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 Geomechanical characterization: mostly from laboratory tests on samples from 
well cores
 Scale of sample and formation are significantly different: 
 Need for defining the representativeness of the sample with respect to the 
problem scale
 Need for evaluating the impact of damage possibly induced by coring
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Holt M., Brignoli M., Kenter C.J. (2000) Core quality: quantification of coring-induced rock 
alteration Int. J. of Rock Mechanics and Mining Sciences 37 (2000) 889-907
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Coring effects on mechanical properties: an example from literature
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Coring effects on mechanical properties
Disking of artificially cemented 
sandstone
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‘Virgin’ sample ‘Cored’ sample
Faster
Relatively independent on stress
Coring effects – influence elastic wave velocities
Slower 
Moderately dependent on stress
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a virgin > a cored
a
Dependency of wave velocity on stress and fabric
(related to Hertz –Mindlin theory, (*))
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(*) e.g.  Santamarina & Fam (1997),  Houlsby & Wroth  (1991) ; Viggiani & Atkinson (1995)
 virgin <  cored
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Fernandez & Santamarina (2001) 
a Cemented > a Uncemented
 Cemented <  Uncemented
Sand samples cemented in the laboratory
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a HS> a SS
 HS<  SS
SS  Small Spaced 
HS  Highly Spaced 
‘Rock’ samples in the laboratory
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a provides important information on structure / fabric
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conditions of samples with different structure:
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P = pressure
Z = average coordination number 
(number of contacts per grain)
  porosity 
solid properties fabric
V a p’/p’0 

For idealized assemblies of spherical grains Hertz Mindlin theory
(e.g. Makse et al. 2005)
pressure dependence
Heuristic expression for real geomaterials
a = AF()
a
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Lab characterization –structure effects
c   parameter related to structure of the samples
a ceA
A  elastic wave velocity in the solid phase
a = A F()
   ceF
c – parameter to be
determined experimentally
– expressing structure of
the sample dataset
Musso, Cosentini, Foti, Comina, Capasso – Geophysics (2015)
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Scales of investigation
Jointed rock investigated as an equivalent continuum 
when l greater than 8-10 s (s – joint spacing) 
(Cha et al. 2009)
Depth of lateral investigation l<D<3l 
f
V
l
Equipment for laboratory
ultrasonic measurements
f   MHz
f   KHz
 foot
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laboratory well log
frequency ultrasonic (> 30 kHz) sonic (10 Hz < f < 10 kHz)
saturation state imposed natural
stress state imposed reconstructed
porosity measured (directly) measured (indirectly - logging)
scale of investigation sample size (cm) receivers space (tens of cm)
effects on structure coring damage joints
Comparison between laboratory and log velocities
(1)
a values based on laboratory characterization can be compared with 
a values deduced from well log measurements
- the stress state in the well is known
- reference is made to the same saturation condition
(or otherwise that fluid substitution can be applied);
This is possible provided that:
(1)
(2)
(2)
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Fluid substitution
According to Biot Gassmann theory, provided that frequency is lower
than characteristic: 
:      porosity;
:     viscosity
fl fluid density
k :     permeability
the following relationship holds: 
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Kfl, Kg, Kmix, Ksk:    
volumetric stiffness of fluid, 
grain, mixture, skeleton 
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Lab characterization – example from a chalk reservoir
Test on a single sample from a chalk 
reservoir
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Lab characterization – example from a chalk reservoir
Several tests on a population of samples from same unit - Fluid substituted and 
dry samples on the same trend
a (m/s)

 (
-)
Musso, Cosentini, Foti, Comina, Capasso – Geophysics (2015)
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DEPTH (m) e (-)
4014.22 0.129
4014.98 0.135
4015.74 0.118
4016.50 0.104
4017.26 0.063
4018.03 0.040
4018.79 0.049
4019.55 0.100
Step 1:  on basis of the F() from analysis of lab data and porosity log, the profile pf
expected a along the well is obtained [apseudo]
ap
pseudo ()                     Ap * F() = 6264.7 * exp(-4.409 * )
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F(e)
0.565
0.552
0.595
0.631
0.757
0.839
0.804
0.643
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Step 1:  on basis of the F() from analysis of lab data and porosity log, the profile pf
expected a along the well is obtained [apseudo]
ap
pseudo ()                     Ap * F() = 6264.7 * exp(-4.409 * )
F(e)
0.565
0.552
0.595
0.631
0.757
0.839
0.804
0.643
DEPTH* ( )   ap () (m/s)
14 604 3785
19 9 3708
06 628 3934
09 60 4135
59 70 4824
38 44 5288
7 1 5099
0.0910 70 4196
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Step 2: 
the  best estimates of awell(z) (and well(z)) are obtained as the couple of values that
predicts the measured velocity
DEPTH ap (e) p' Vp dry ap
ott SL
(m) (m/s) (Mpa) (m/s) (m/s) (-)
4014.22 3539 11.52 5472 3610 1.02
4014.98 3456 11.52 5302 3768 1.09
4015.74 3725 11.53 5183 4656 1.25
4016.5 3954 11.53 4991
4017.26 4743 11.53 5621
4018.03 5256 11.53 5722
4018.79 5038 11.53 5253
4019.55 4027 11.53 5253
SI (z) = awell (z)/ apseudo() 
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Step 2: 
the  best estimates of awell(z) (and well(z)) are obtained as the couple of values that
predicts the measured velocity
DEPTH ap (e) p' Vp dry ap
ott SL
(m) (m/s) (Mpa) (m/s) (m/s) (-)
4014.22 3539 11.52 5472 3610 1.02
4014.98 3456 11.52 5302 3768 1.09
4015.74 3725 11.53 5183 4656 1.25
4016.5 3954 11.53 4991
4017.26 4743 11.53 5621
4018.03 5256 11.53 5722
4018.79 5038 11.53 5253
4019.55 4027 11.53 5253
DEPTH*  p
well I
785 0.954
708 1.016
934 1.184
4135 4000 0.967
824
88
99
196
SI (z) = awell (z)/ apseudo() 
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Dominating effect : 
Local joints or fractures
Dominating effect: 
Loss of structure of 
the sample
1
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Colombia (Apiay-Guatiquía oil field) 
Data from Mantilla (2002) Ph. D. thesis, Stanford
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SI  is low where resistivity is low
(associated to local damaged
/weaker zones)
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Lab characterization – example from shale samples
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Lab characterization – example from shale samples
[Vs ] [Vp ]
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Comparison with logs – structural indexes
Higher values for SIs than for  SIp
Some depths where SI  1
- *658, *714, *723, *730
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Depths where SIs  1:   *658, *730
*730*729*656.4 *658*705 *708
Depths with SIs  1.9   *705-*711
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Conclusions
There is abundancy of ultrasonic data and log data (sonic, but not only) in the oil 
company work flow
Ultrasonic and sonic data can be associated to elastic ( ‘small strains’) parameters
Here they have been used to check the consistency between a population of lab 
samples and well identified, broader, areas of  the well / reservoir.
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